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A Geochemical Profile and Burial History

of Aurora 890 #1 OCS Y-0943 Well

Offshore of the ANWR 1002 Area, Northeast Alaska

Abstract: Organic geochemical analyses of the cuttings and sidewall cores

from the Aurora well describe the petroleum-generating potential of the Brookian

and Breakup sequence rocks offshore of the ANWR 1002 area. Most TOCs are

low, and are comparable to sediments from the Beaufort-Mackenzie basin.

However, the basal Brookian and Breakup sequences have higher TOCs and are

not comparable. Visual and pyrolytic analyses show that indigenous kerogens in

Aurora samples are mostly Type IV or interinite.

Thermal maturity regimes are most accurately defined by %RO and as Wetness

data. The catagenetic zone is currently between about 9,5 18 and 17,500 ft. (2,901 -

5,334 m). Burial history reconstructions include several periods of uplift and

erosion at this location. The source rock analyses and thermal models suggest that

the Aurora sediments are not, currently the site of extensive hydrocarbon genera-

tion. However, the C-15+ extract data show that hydrocarbons are migrating

through these sediments from an as yet unknown and undefined petroleum system.

1. Introduction

The Aurora 890 #1 well OCS Y-

093, offshore ofthe Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) 1002 area,

is the most recently available pub-

licly released data pertinent to

northeast Alaska (figures 1 and 2).

This report presents the geochemi-

cal interpretation of the Aurora
data. It is also ancillary to BLM
Alaska Technical Report 15 "Log

Analysis of Aurora 890-#l, OCS
Well, Of!shore of the Arctic Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge 1002 area,

Northeast Alaska" (Banet, 1992).

This geochemical profile expands
and updates interpretation of the

upper Brookian and Tuktoyaktuk
depositional sequences at this loca-

tion, based on the burial history

reconstruction.

BLM-Alaska Technical Report

# 15 describes, in detail, the geol-

ogy of the sedimentary section at

Aurora well, based on log and cut-

tings samples analyses and inter-

pretations. Plates 1, 2, and 3 are

directly from BLM Technical Re-

port 15. They show the logs at re-

duced scale, the mudlog and log

interpretation and the geochemi-

cal profile, respectively. Some of

the figures and tables referring to

regional geology and specific inter-

vals of the Aurora well are also

from BLM TR #15. However, most
figures, plates andtables are unique
and germane to only this report.
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2. Stratigraphy

Briefly, the Aurora well pen-

etrated some 18,325 feet of sedi-

mentary section. All log units iden-

tified belong to Hubbard and oth-

ers' (1987) Beaufortian orBrookian

depositional sequences (tables 1and
2). The Beaufortian sequence is

redefined as the Breakup sequence

which stresses the nature of the

temporally and spatially separate

pulses of clastic deposition shed

from several localized uplifts along

theBarrowArch (Banet, 1990, 1992

and Banet and Mowatt, 1992).

The Tapkaurak Unit of the

Breakup Sequence is expanded
from just the Tapkaurak sand to

include the sandstone and shale

beneath it. Likewise, the Middle

Brookian Oruktalik Unit is ex-

panded to include the shales below

the Oruktalik Sand ofUnit IV. The
Tuktoyaktuk sequence sediments

are not discernable from the log

suite, but are inferred at this loca-

tion from regional geology (Banet,

1990).

Breakup Sequence

Banet (1992) interprets Unit

I, the deepest section penetrated,

(18,325 - 17,325) as Breakup se-

quence shales and sandstones that
are correlative to the Kingak For-

mation (Jurassic-upper Creta-

ceous) of onshore nomenclature.

Regionally, the Kingak represents
up to about 4,000 ft of predomi-

nantly fine- grained, shaley, shelf

deposits. Sands oflocal extent are

more common along the Barrow
Arch. The interbedded Kingak
shales and thin sands at Aurora
are terminated by a lower Creta-

ceous unconformity, the LCU of

onshore terminology.

Unit II, the Tapkaurak, over-

lies the Kingak. It is an overall

coarsening upwards sequence of

interbedded sandstonesand shales.

These sandstones become thicker-

bedded upsection, culminating in

the informally named Tapkaurak
sandstone unit, 16,620 - 16,446.

The Tapkaurak has some similar

depositonal and petrological

characeristicsas the otherpredomi-

nantly sandstone Breakup se-

quence units; the Kuparuk Forma-
tion, the Kemik sand and the Pt.

Thomson sand (table 2; Banet 1992)

Unit III is the top of the

Breakup Sequence. It consists

predominantly of dark-brown to

dark-gray shale, with some minor
carbonaceous laminations and
thin-bedded siltstones or sand-

stones. A lower Tertiary
unconformity (LTU) terminates

the Breakup sequence which is

manifestbythe dramaticlogbreak
at 15,937. This stratigraphic rela-

tionship of a lower Tertiary



Table 1.

A brief synopsis of nomenclature used for rifting-related sandstones and

shales encountered along the Barrow Arch.

sequence investigators comments

Barrovian Carman and Hardwick, •infra-rift and rift sediments

from a northern source

•4 distinct depositional units

•2 limited areal extents;

•-1,500 km2 active reservoir

area

•multiple sand bodies

Rift Craig and others, 1985 •elastics shed into infra-rift

basins like Dinkum Graben.

•may be very thick

•related to locality and time

intervals

•does not include Barrovian

sediments

Beaufortian Hubbard and others,

1986-1987

•rift event sedimentation

includes all elastics on Arch,

Jurassic - mid Cretaceous

•northern source, with

multiple uplifts

•transitional basin geometry
rifting younger to east

Breakup Banet, 1990 •rift event sedimentation from

multiple local uplifts along

arch axis

•separated geographically and
temporally

•unique sand petrologies

reflect basement lithologies
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unconformity eroding through the

Breakup sequence is similar to

the stratigraphy at the Pt.

Thomson-Flaxman area. How-
ever, at the north side of the Pt.

Thomson-Flaxman area, the LTU
erodes all of the Breakup se-

quence.

Brookian Sequence

Middle Brookian

Southerly-derived, middle
Brookian sediments comprise the

section 15,937 - 2,385. These sedi-

ments are mostly shales and soft

clays with predominantly thin

interbedded siltstones and sand-

stones. Many ofthe individual sand-

stones and siltstones are too thin to

be resolved on the geophysical logs.

However, log Units IV through XIII
are differentiated based upon log

responses and their geochemistry.

Log Unit IV, the Oruktalik

Unit, is the most notable of the

Middle Brookian units. This unit

includes the Oruktalik Sand, a

thick, composite, sandstone unit,

between 14,828 - 14,685. The
Oruktalik Sand had the most
prominent gas show in the well

and some oil staining.

Interpreted paleontological data

from the Aurora well are not yet

available so the Middle-to-Upper

Brookian sequence boundary is

implied from the well logs and re-

gional correlations. As at the Pt.

Thomson area, the Brookian
stratigraphy is considered to be

entirelyTertiaryandyoungerabove
the lower Tertiary unconformity

(LTU). Log Units IV - XIII, between

15,937 and 2,385, correlate best

with the middle Brookian litholo-

gies. Consequently, regional data

constrains them to be Paleocene to

upper(?) Eocene age. The Flaxman
Sands (Paleocene) have tested near-

commercial amounts ofoil and con-

densate immediately west of the

1002 area (figure 2).

Data from Aurora well describes

a Middle Brookian section that dif-

fers significantly from the Middle

Brookian rocks found in the west-

ern and central parts of the 1002

area. Both the basal Bentonitic

Shale Unit and overlying Colville

Group shale are missing at Aurora.

The Bentonitic Shale Unit is typi-

cally found across the 1002 area.

Similar and largely coeval litholo-

gies of the Boundary Creek and
Smoking Hills formations are found

as far east as theTuktoyaktukPen-
insula (Banet, 1990; Dixonand oth-

ers, 1985). In wells and at outcrop,

all these units consist of 600 to

1,000 ft of black, fissile, organic

rich (to 14%TOO, paper/cardboard,

shale and interbedded bentonites.

The Bentonitic Shale Unit is over-

lain by up to 5000 feet ofgray, silty



shales with some interbedded tur-

bidite sandstones (in the west) and
gray, smectitic shales (central 1002

area). These units correlate to

Detterman and others (1975) Shale

Wall Member and Colville Shale

and Molenaar's (1987) upper part

ofthe Hue Shale and Canning For-

mation, respectively, of western

ANWR nomenclature.

Craigand others (1985) describe

the upper Cretaceous to Eocene

section of the Arctic margin con-

sisting of up to approximately

18,000 ft ofprodelta and shelfsedi-

ments. These are the diapiric or

mobile shales (Grantz and May,
1983). Tectonic compression along

the Hinge Line has folded and up-

lifted these sediments alonga ridge
which separates the Barter Island

subbasin from the Demarcation
subbasin (figure 2). Middle and
upper Brookian sediments at Au-
rora have a very marked south-

southeast provenance, rather than
from the west-southwest as more
commonly found across the rest of

the North Slope (Molenaar, 1983).

Nonmarine and shallow marine
fades of coeval westerly derived

middle Brookianrocks containlarge

reserves of low reservoir tempera-

ture oil in the West Sak and Ugnu
(upper Cretaceous - Tertiary) de-

posits near Prudhoe.

Seismic stratigraphy ofthe Ca-

nadian portion of the Beaufort ba-

sin identifies over 15,000 ft of

middle Brookian sequence rocks

with lithofacies that are typically

more proximal than those identi-

fied at Aurora. The seismic se-

quences are the delta plain and
delta front fades of the Fish River

(Paleocene), the Aklak Qower Eo-

cene) and the nearshore/pro-delta

fades of the Richards (upper Eo-

cene). Near the international bor-

der, these distallithology sediments

sediments have been deformed by
both synde postional and tectonic

foldingand faulting. Majoroffshore
discoveries such as Adgo, Adlartok

and Taglu are in the middle
Brookian prodelta and delta front

sands fades (Deitrich and others,

1985 and 1992).

Upper Brookian

Log Unit XIV, from the

unconformity at 2,385, to at least,

the end ofdata at 930, is considered

to be upper Brookian. This section

is composed of gray, gummy, clay,

withunconsolidated silts sands,and
minor amounts of floating pebbles

or gravels.

Onshore, the west-southwest-

erly derived SagavanirktokForma-
tion (latest Eocene or Oligocene -

early Pliocene) is time equivalent

to Unit XIV. Well and outcrop data

show that the Sagavanirktok con-

sists ofup to 8,800 ft ofnonmarine,



interbedded and poorly consoli-

dated sands and silts with floating

chertpebbles, varved clays and silts,

poorly sorted gravels and bedded

sandstones. Partially coalified wood

is common. The Hammerhead dis-

covery, west of the Aurora is from

early Oligocene sands from this

section (Banet, 1990; Scherer and

others, 1991).

The upper Brookian section at

Aurora is south-southeasterly de-

rived (Plates I and ID. These sedi-

ments are lithologically most simi-

lar to the marine fades ofthe upper

Kugmallit (Oligocene), Mackenzie
Bay (upper Oligocene - Middle Mio-
cene) and Akpak (middle - upper

Miocene) seismic sequences (Dixon

and others, 1985 and 1992). Mul-
tiple transgresssions and regres-

sions mark the upper Brookian
depositional sequence in the Cana-
dian Beaufort. Deitrich and others

(1985) estimate that the sediment

thickness on the Canadian side of

the border may exceed 20,000 feet.

Craig and others (1985) estimate

similar upper Brookian thicknesses
in the Demarcation and Barter sub-
basins juxtaposed to the Aurora
location (figure 2).

Unlike the Sagavanirktok on-

shore, numerous unconformities of

local to regional extents, especially

a major mid- to upper- Miocene
unconformity, are prominent in the

seismic records of this Upper

Brookian section offshore. Many of

the Mackenzie Delta-Beaufort Sea
discoveries are in upper Brookian

sands, including the largest at

Amauligak (Enachescu, 1990;
Dixon and others, 1992).

Tuktoyaktuk Sequence

Analysis of regional data indi-

cates that at least some of the pre-

dominantly east-derivedTuktoyak-

tuk sequence (Pliocene - Pleisto-

cene) rocks should be present at

Aurora (Banet, 1990). These rocks

are commonly referred to as the

Gubik Formation (mid- Pliocene

and younger) across much of the

North Slope coastal areas. The
Gubik is usually composed ofclays,

mostly gray, poorly sorted, uncon-

solidated, silts and sands, with

cobbles and boulders ofigneous ori-

gin; some originating from as far

away as the Canadian Arctic Is-

lands. These lithologies represent

both nonmarine and marine depo-

sitional environments.

Dinter (1987 ) describes multiple

marine transgressions from out-

crops within this section between
Barrow and the Canadian border.

An angularunconformity separates

the Gubik from the underlying

Sagavanirktok at outcrops along

the Marsh Creek Anticline in the

ANWR 1002 area southwest of the
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Aurora location. Compilations of

both onshore and off- shore data

suggest that the Gubik may be as

thick as 300 ft in this area (Carter,

1987 and Dinter, 1987).

In the Canadian Beaufort, Iperk
sediments and the overlying Shal-

low Bay are partially proximal

equivalents of the coeval Gubik.

Both glacial and tectonic events

have effected much of these units'

sedimentation. Like the Gubik, the

Iperk is mostly undeformed and
overlies folded and faulted middle

andupperBrookian sequence units.

However, the Iperk is over 15,000

feet thick in the central part of the

Canadian Beaufort Basin. This

rapid influx of sediments and the

lowered temperature from glacial

periods have dramatically affected

hydrocarbon generation in much of

the central part of the basin. Ki-

netic modelling shows the oil win-

dow substantially depressed into

higher temperature regimes in a-

reas unaffected by the compres-

sion^ mobilization of the middle

Brookian shales (Issler and
Snowdon, 1990).

Figures 1 and 2 show that the

Aurora location is between areas of

the U.S. and Canadian Territories

where well and outcrop data are

available. Major geologic domain
changes occur going from onshore

to offshore (south to north) in addi-

tion to the increasing complexity of

Brookian depositional sequences

receiving sedimentary input from
the Tuktoyaktuk area (west to east).

This necessitates using and ex-

trapolating from the available pub-

lic data from both areas to recon-

struct the burial history at Aurora
(Banet, 1990; Kelley and
Detterman, 1989; Dixon and oth-

ers, 1988; Hubbard and others,

1987; Dixon and others, 1985;

Dietrich and others, 1985; Craig

and others, 1985; Grantz and May,
1983; etc.). Consequently, the data

from the Aurora well and its inter-

pretation ties together an impor-

tant part of the regional geology.

3. Organic Geochemistry

Cuttings and sidewall cores are

analyzed using standard organic

geochemical procedures. The dis-

plays on plate 3 show the varia-

tions vs. depth for TOC (total or-

ganic carbon), %Ro (vitrinite re-

flectance in oil), Gas Wetness
(headspaceIC2-C4/ICl-C4),C15+

extractables, and indigenous kero-

gen types. Kerogen pyrolysis analy-

ses produces the Genetic Potential

(S1+S2), Production Index (SI/

(S1+S2)), Hydrogen Index (S2/

TOC), Oxygen Index (S3/TOC) and
Tmax data. The characteristics of

these analyses determine each log

unit's oil or gas source potential

and extentofthermal maturitywith
respect to generating and preserv-
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ing mobile hydrocarbons. Chro-

matographic data (Plate 4) show
the distribution of n-alkanes,

isoprenoids (pristane/phytane) and

the unresolved hydrocarbons.
Quantatative hydrocarbon ratios

(Carbon Preference Indexes and

Pristane/phytane ratios), and the

amounts ofsolvent extracts are also

listed. These data are correlated to

other other North Slope hydrocar-

bons.

Sample descriptions accompany
the analytical data to facilitate com-

parison with the lithology deter-

mined from the geophysical logs,

and to compare with the mudlog, to

determine whether sloughing, cav-

ing or sample mixing occurred and
may have caused apparent extra-

neous data. This also offers an op-

portunity to see what, ifany, differ-

ences occur between cuttings

samples (with a large sample popu-
lation) and side wall cores (with a

stratigraphically specific sample
population).

Tuktoyaktuk and

Brookian Rocks

Total Organic Carbon

Organic richness is the most
important aspect of source rock

analyses (tables 3 and 4). Organic

richness is a function of the TOC,
the type ofindigenous kerogens and

the level of thermal maturity. A
critical minimum concentration of

organic carbon, approximately0.3%

TOC, is necessary for accurate and
precise quantitative detection, es-

pecially for pyrolysis (tables 3 and
4). Also, different kinds ofkerogens

yield different ranges and amounts
of hydrocarbons at different levels

of thermal maturity (figures 3 and
4 ). The side by side display of the

organic geochemical analyses fa-

cilitates the comparison of these

aspects to the lab results, the cut-

tings vs. sidewall core, the mud
descriptions and the log interpre-

tation (Plates 3, 4, and 5).

Overall the Tuktoyaktuk and
Upper Brookian samples from Au-
rora well have mostly 1 to 2% TOC.
These values are fairlyuniformwith

a few widespread, but notable dif-

ferences (Plates 3 and 5). These are

considered typical values for the

lithologies tested (tables 3 and 4).

In addition, they are rather similar

to the predominantly marine,
middle Brookian lithologies ana-

lyzed from well cuttings from and
around the ANWR 1002 area
(Magoon and others, 1987; and
Banet, 1990). But, the Aurora well

samples have lower TOC's than
outcrop measurements from the

1002 area (Banet, 1990; and Lyle

and others, 1980). BothAurora and
the outcrop samples have notably

high TOC's in the basal parts ofthe

Brookian lithologies.
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Much ofthe Brookian section at

Aurora can be described as having

mostly monotonous log response

(Banet, 1992). Most ofthe geochem-

istry for the Tertiary section is as

monotonous as its lithology (plates

2 and 3). TOC values are almost all

approximately 1% to a depth of

about 15,600. This is not quite coin-

cident with the Lower Tertiary

Unconformity picked from the logs

at 15,937.

There are several notable, but

widespread exceptions to the

predomoinantly uniform TOC's.

The Upper Brookian between 930
(where sample data are available),

and 2,385 has higher TOC's that

range in value from 1.5 - 2.0%.

These TOC's generally decrease

downsection to the average
Brookian values of about 1%. Ex-

ceptionally high TOC's of3.5% and
7.5% are at approximately 13,400

(Unit V). The highest TOC values

from the Brookian units are in the

basal part of the Oruktalik Unit.

Side wall core data are particularly

noticeable where several samples

from the 15,500 - 15,937 interval

are as high as 5%; considerably

higher than the 1 to 2% TOC's of

the cuttings. Table 3 shows TOC's
exceeding 4% can be typically con-

sidered to have excellent source-

rock potential.

In summary, most of the

Brookian sectionhasapproximately

1% TOC which could be considered

fair to good source rock potential.

The upper Brookian samples aver-

age greater contents than most of

the middle Brookians samples.

There are also a few widely scat-

tered, exceptionally rich samples

having TOC's between about 2%
and 7.5% which could have very

good- to excellent potential. How-
ever, these higher-potential
samples are generally few and
widely separated (Plate 3). Table 5
compares Aurora TOC's to onshore

wells (Banet, 1990) which typically

have higher values for coeval pre-

dominantly marine lithologies.

Pyrolysis Data

Pyrolytic analyses of the

Brookian section shows some in-

teresting peculariaties germane to

these kerogens. Data from the up-

per Brookian section have TOC's
between 1 and 2%. Pyrolytic analy-

sis shows these samples have gen-

erally low organic richness values

and low Tmax thermal maturities.

Only a few Genetic Potentials ex-

ceed 2,000 ppm which is the base of

hydrocarbon generating potential.

The derivative data, Genetic Po-

tential (G.P.), Production Indexes

(P.I.), Hydrogen Indexes (H.I.), and
Oxygen Indexes (O.I.) are low, but

not exceptionally low because the

rocks are thermally immature.
Kerogens from this interval plot on



Table 5

Comparison of pyrolysis data from nearby wells and outcrops

Well Name TOC MATURITY G.P. P.I. HI 01

CORONA
otfshor* n

04 - 2.78 .nnature 6000
12000

<0.20

HAMMERHEAD
ottshor*

n 1.5X

30X stains

innature 6000
20000

-0.50 100 200 - 800

AK Island nm 2.0 - 26.0
04 - 2.4

.3 -3.0

3 -3.0
60 - 180

60 - 180

AK Stat* A nMm 17. */-0.5 .nnature/ -10000 nonnarine 0.2 - 0.3 50 - 200 100 - 400

AK Stat* C njrm 40X .n coals nature 1000

AK Slat* nm 0.35 - 11 .nnature -

nargmally

1000-5000 .05 - .20

1 - 25
55 - 180

100 - 350

AK Stat* F n

m
0.3 - 4.0

0.5 - IB

narginal/
nature

.1 - .50

1 - 25
30 - 100

100 -350

Pt Thomson t n 1.2 - Z.Z .nnature
nature

<2000
2 - .6 50 - 300

Pt Thornton 2
n
m

.7 - 7.0

0.6 - 2.23

Innature
nature

1000

5000

0.1 - 0.6

1 - 1.0

30 - 300
50 - 200

Pt Thomson 3 nm 5 - 5.0
1.0 - 70

innature
nature

-1000 .1 - .4

1 - .35
30 - 300

75 - 150

Pt Thomson 4 n
m

3 - 70
1.5 - 4

•nnature
nature

-1000

10000

.1-4
1 - .15

50 - 75
75 - 100

E. Mlkkalsan Bay n
1

0.3 - 7.0

"» 1.2 - 1.8

narg.nai

nature
1000-

3000

0.20 - 0.40 <130 -200

W. Mikkalsan Bay 1 n
1

02 - 17.0

>n 0.1 - 22.0
.nnature-
nature

1000

3000

0.10 - 0.30 <100

400
<400

W. Mikkalsan Bay in
l

02 - 11.0

» 0.4 - 4.3

nature <1000
3000*

0.90 <100 «100

Laffingwal

B*i> nm 0.2- 8.5. >30 .n coal
05 - 2.0

narginal -

nature
MOOOO
2000 - 5000

.05 - .15

.13 - .36
34 - 422
79 - 215

96 -

138 -

674
270

Canning A m 1.0 - 3.0 nature 2000 - 5000 .2 - 4 <50 <50

Canning B nm 1.0 - 2.0

05 - 3.0

narginal -

nature
<1000

1000 - 3000

.2 - .3

.2 - .5

<50
50 - 150

100 -

50 -
200
200

Kavik m 1.0 - 40 nature <4000 .2 - 9

W. Kavik n
m 0.5 - 1.0. » .n coal

10 - 3.0

nargmal
nature

1000

5000

.1 - 7

.2 - 3

<100 «100

K*mlk "» 0.3 - 2.0 nature 1000 - 3000 .1 - .3 50 - 400 <400

K*mik 2 m 1.0 - 2.5 nature 1000 - 3000* .90 <100 «100

Tin Ck. m 1 - 2 nargmal
nature

1000 - 10000 .1 - 3 <100 100 - 200

OUTCROPS IN 1002 0.3 - 20.0

05 - 3.0

innature
narginal

<2000
<2000

- 10000
- 20000

50 - 150
50 - 350

BENTONITIC SHALE w
e

1.5 - 7.0

0.5 - 12.0

nature 1000

3000

0.10 - 0.30 <100

400
<400

PEBBLE SHALE
e \7. - 2'/.

i'/. - ay.

nature/
Over

5000+

(100

<100

<100

KINCAK SHALE w
e

1.2 - 2.3

0.6 - 3.4

0.5 - 3.0

nature-
over

<5000

50 - 100

0-35
25 - 350

u> u/alLs e crops
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modified van Krevlen diagrams as

typical immature, gas prone, Type
III (figure 5).

Most of the kerogens from the

middle Brookian interval demon-
strate very low potential to gener-

ate hydrocarbons, irrespective of

thermal maturity (Plates 3 and 4

and figure 5). In addition to low

G.P. and P.I. the Hydrogen and
Oxygen Indexes plot so low onmodi-
fied van Krevelen diagrams (figure

5) that theyindicate the indigenous

organic matter is composed of pre-

dominantly recycled or residual

organic material which has essen-

tially no potential to generate hy-

drocarbons (Tissot, 1984). Much of

the material identified as amor-

phous and shown on Plate 3 should

bemore properly considered as part

of the Inertinite maceral.

Overall, the hydrocarbon indi-

cator values for most ofthe middle

Brookian rocks are low - quite low

considering that the lithologic log

recordedminor occurrences ofpeat,
partially coalified wood fragments,

coal and some oil staining. Onshore
outcrop samples from the ANWR
1002 area which are typically se-

verely weathered have similar low

pyrolysisvalues.Bycontrastmiddle

Brookian sequence well samples,

from immediately outside the

ANWR 1002 area, typically have
much higher hydrocarbon generat-

ing potential than either the Au-

rora samples (figure 5) or the on-

shore outcrop data (Banet, 1990).

Tmax thermal maturity is

within the diagenetic and
catageneticranges throughoutboth

the upper and middle Brookian sec-

tions. However, pyrolysis shows
thatmost ofthese samples are lean,

which means that they yield few
hydrocarbons during pyrolytic in-

duced catagenesis. Two Genetic

Potentials, at about 3,500 and at

about 4,000 showed good source

rock potential (figures 3and 4, Plate

3). The single sample from about

3,500 also had an oil-prone Hydro-

gen Index, and a high Production

Index, which, considering the dia-

genetic level of thermal maturity,

suggests that the hydrocarbons

were migrated or contaminants.

There are a few widely scattered

(stratigraphically) samples with

Genetic Potentials having moder-

ate hydrocarbon generating poten-

tial at about 9,800, 11,000, 13,400

and 14,300. Low Hydrogen and
Oxygen Indexes indicate that these
samples represent organic fades

that are apt to produce gas, rather

than liquid hydrocarbons.

Correlative lithologies, onshore,

have considerably more potential

to generate liquid hydrocarbons

(Banet, 1990). The nonmarine
lithologies have comparable, or

higher average Hydrogen Indexes

than most of these predominantly
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Modified van Krevlen diagrams showing kerogens from the three major
stratigraphic divisions at Aurora well
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marine shelf, middle Brookian

samples atAurora. Thus , the dearth

ofAurora samples with good source

rock potential indicates that most
of the Brookian rocks are unlikely

candidates for consideration as

prime oil generating source rocks

at this location. This includes most

ofthe high TOC, thermally mature
samples near the base of the

Brookian section. Furthermore,

analysis of the middle Brookian

section indicates that these rocks

have very little gas generating ca-

pacity. The predominantly low val-

ues ofthe pyrolysis data (G.P., P.I.

and O.I.) show that the kerogens

are mostly recycled organic matter

and are very similar to rocks that

have already passed beyond the

catagenetic phase.

By comparison, there are no

identified, good, mature source

rocks in the middle Brookian se-

quence of the Canadian Beaufort.

Rather, the hydrocarbon source

rocks are buried more deeply and
more basinward than current ex-

ploration drilling (Issler and
Snowdon 1990).

Kerogens

Despite the monotonous lithol-

ogy, kerogen types appear to be

more varied through the Brookian

sectionthaninthe olderrocks (Plate

3). Amorphous kerogen is the pre-

dominant species described. How-
ever, this probablymeans thatmost
of the macerals were difficult to

identify accurately and precisely,

rather than being truly amorphous
sapropelic kerogens. Pyrolyitc

analyses (G.P., P. I. and H.I.) show
far too little potential to generate

hydrocarbons from this material

thanfromaverageAmorphous kero-

genmacerals at these levels ofther-

mal maturity. Tissot (1984) de-

scribes similar pyrolytic results

from recycled or residual Type IV
organic material that has almost

no petroleum generating potential.
Thus most ofthe amorphous mate-

rial should more accurately be con-

sidered as Inertinite. (For compari-

son I use Amorphous as the cor-

rectly identified hydrogen-rich

maceral and amorphous as the

catch-all category describing the

Aurora kerogens)

This amorphous kerogen con-

stitutes some 40 - 80% of the total

kerogens in the 930 to 5,000 sec-

tion. It comprises approximately

80% to a depth of 9,000, and it

varies from 5 - 95%, throughout the

restofthe Brookian section. Alginite

is a rare and unique maceral to the

middle Brookian rocks at this loca-

tion. ThisAlginite comprises amere
5% ot the total kerogens at about

8,300 which is its only occurrence.

Exinite accounts for some 20% of

the kerogen at 930 but the content

decreases continuously down-sec-
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tion. Exinite is totally absent by

approximately 6,000 (plate 3). Only

one other sample recorded any

Exinite; 5% at 14,900.

Vitrinite content ranges from 5

- 40% between 930 to 6,000. It aver-

ages 10 - 15% to about 8,300, and it

varies widely between - 60%
downsection to about 15,900. Fi-

nally, Inertinite was identified in

almost all ofthe samples. Between

930 about 8,500 it varied from 5 -

20%. Below about 8,500 the con-

tent varied greatly from - 70%,

and below 15,000, Inertinite con-

tent dropped below 5%. Kerogens

from correlative onshore lithologies

are mostly Herbaceous or Woody
with only minor amounts of

Inertinite or amorphous material

(Banet, 1990). Kerogens anlayzed

from in and around the 1002 area

at comparable thermal maturities

commonly have moderate to good

potential to generate hydrocarbons,

including liquids. Evidently organic

fades, and preservation in the Up-
per and Middle Brookian sections

change markedy with the changing
sedimentation patterns. The kero-

gens which determine hydrocarbon

source rock potential of the

Brookian rocks apparently become
leaner, across the 1002 area.

Alternatively, the middle
Brookian rocks at Aurora lack the

thick, gray, marine shales found to

the west. At least part ofthe reason

is that the middle Brookian
interbedded silts, sands and shales

at Aurora represent more shelf

depositonal environments than the

deepwater fades found to the west.

These typicallyhave predominantly

terrigenous organic material rather

than the sapropelic kerogen found

in deep water shales of the middle

Brookian, onshore.

Extractable Organic Matter

Bitumen extracts are available

only for the Brookian sectionabove

15,830. Total organic extracts

(Soxhlet extraction using methyl-

ene chloride) vary between 314 to

14,269 ppm, with an average value

of 1,305 ppm. The C15+ hydrocar-

bons range in value between 195

and 11,644 ppm. Nonhydrocarbon

asphaltenes and resins comprise a

much smaller portion of the

extractables. Asphaltenes range in

value from 73 to 1,945 ppm (table

6). Plate 5 shows the total extract

data, plotted log scale as bargraphs,

superimosed atop the %Gas Wet-
ness curve.

Overall, the C15+ extracts do

not increase with depth and in-

creasing thermal maturity. In fact,

they mostly decrease with depth

and increased thermal maturity.

Figure 6 shows this source rock

determination data (extract vs.

TOO plotted with the thermally
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thermally mature and immature samples
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immature samples at the top and

the suite of thermally mature
samples plotted beneath.

On initial inspection, most of

the Aurora samples plot as poor to

fair source potential for oil or as

potential gas sources (figure 6). The

two highest C15+ extractable hy-

drocarbon values, 11,644 ppm at

SWC 3592 and 6162 ppm at SWC
4097 are coincident to the highest

pyrolysis data (Plate 3). These high

values show very good hydrocar-

bon potential and could be consid-

ered source rocks.

However, the C15+ hydrocar-

bon extracts comprise most of the

samples' TOC (95.13 and 33.40%,

respectively). Figure 6 shows that

they plot well into the field of oil

stained sediments. Also, because

this portion ofthe well is thermally

immature for the generation of hy-

drocarbon rich bitumen, these val-

ues reflect the presence ofmigrated

hydrocarbons or contamination,

and do not represent the potential

of the indigenous hydrocarbons.

Three additional samples repre-

senting the intervals 4,770 - 4,860,

5,400 - 5,490 and SWC 5,464 also

have anomalously high extract val-

ues, high extract/TOC ratios and
low thermal maturities, but do not

have anomalously high pyrolysis

data. These also probably repre-

sentmigrated hydrocarbons. Thus,

the remaining samples that are

thermally immature have C15+
hydrocarbon values between 358

and 401 ppm with an average of

390 ppm. They have gas generating
potential or poor-to-fair oil gener-

ating potential.

Other data from the extactable

hydrocarbons shows that the

pristane/phytane ratios are vari-

able but overall increase, with

depth, from approximately 1.00 to

1.71 through the thermally
immmature Brookian section.

Pristane/n-C 17 data range in value

between 0.57 and 1.53, showing no
systematic changes with depth.

CPFs are similarly variable and
high, also suggesting immature bi-

tumens. The saturates/aromatics

ratios are between approximately

1.00 and 1.50 and total hydrocar-

bons are between 54 and 82% with

no trends related to burial matu-
rity. Since the lithologies, and likely

the depositional environments, of

the thermally immature samples

are all similar, changes with depth

should reflect increasing maturity

effects. No such trends are appar-

ent except that the anomalously

high extract samples have C15+
hydrocarbon extract values more
like bitumen from thermally ma-
ture samples. This supports inter-

pretation that these anomalously

high values represent migrated
hydrocarbons, or contaminants.

Chromatograms of samples
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from this section show that the

samples with the greatest amounts
of extractable hydrocarbons are

severely degraded (Plate 4). These

chromatograms (SWC 4097 and
SWC 3592) are devoid ofresolveable

n-alkanes due to severe weather-

ing or biodegradation . They are dis-

tinctly similar to chromatograms

ofthe oil-stained siltstones (Eocene)

and Bentonitic shales (upper Cre-

taceous) found on the 1002 area

coastal plain aproximately 18 miles

south-southwest ofAurora (Banet,

1990). Samples from SWC 5464,

the interval 5,400 - 5,490, and4,770
- 4,860, also have high total C15+
extract values and high percent-

ages of hydrocarbons. These ap-

pear to be marginally-mature ma-
rine-derived hydrocarbons (Plate

4). This observation also supports

that they represent migrated bitu-

men. The remaining chromato-

grams have bimodal alkane distri-

butions with high CPFs common to

immature extracts, and most have
a bimodal hump ofnonresolveable

compounds, reminsicient of terrig-

enous kerogens (Plate 4). Note chro-

matogram similaritiesbetween the
nonresolveable humps of the ther-

mally immature samples from Au-
rora and the chromatograms of se-

verely altered/weathered samples

from Kavik Creek and along
Katakturuk Creek ofthe 1002 area

(Banet, 1990).

Analyses of hydrocarbon ex-

tracts, oil seeps and stains from
onshore representing approxi-

mately coeval and nonmarine fa-

des of the immature section at

Aurora are all severely altered and
weathered (Banet, 1990, Magoon
and others 1986, Magoon and
Claypool, 1981). By contrast, the

Prudhoe suite oils generated from
predominantly marine source
rocks, have pristane/phytane ra-

tios less than 1.5 and gas chro-

matograms which reflect a mature,

and marine source rock derived

crude oil.

The thermally mature
Brookian C15+ hydrocarbon ex-

tract samples lack the anoma-
lously high values ofthe migrated

hydrocarbons that are conspicu-

ous in the immature suite. These

mature-sample hydrocarbon ex-

tracts range from 195 to 879 ppm
with an average of397 ppm These

values are similar to the suite of

immature samples and should be

normal for their level of thermal

maturity. Note also however, that

there is n lppreciable increase of

extractables content with depth,

even though thermal maturity

reaches the mid-catageneticrange

(Plate 5).

These thermallymature sample
extracts plot as havingbetween fair

to excellent potential oil generat-

ing sources (figure 6). By contrast

however, the pyrolysis datathrough
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the same interval shows source rock

potential of the indigenous kero-

gens falls mostly into the no poten-

tial category. Pyrolysis data with

Genetic Potential values in the mod-

erate category are found only at

about 9,500, 11,200, 13,600 and

14,300 (Plate 3). Although the lat-

ter two intervals have coincident

data, the extract data indicate far

more source rock potential (very

good to excellent, for oil) than do

the kerogen data (fair, for gas).

Accompanying Hydrogen and Oxy-

gen indexes suggest Type III kero-

gens or Inertinite, mostly at ad-

vanced stages of thermal maturity

rather than being fair to excellent

potential source rocks (figure 5).

Lithologic types are mostly

uniform through the thermally

mature Brookian section, and are

generally similar to those in the

overlying section. Consequently,

whatever changes to the organic

extracts that occur should re-

flect increasing thermal matu-

rity, or presence ofmore migrated
hydrocarbons.

glomerate along Sabbath Creek,

have similar pristane/phytane ra-

tios (Banet, 1990). The pristane/n-

C17 ratios are also higher than the

in the immature samples but they

also decrease through this inter-

val. The CPI's are mostly greater

than 1.30 and are not markedly
different from the immature
samples, exceptbelow about 15,000.

Overall the total extract values and
extract:TOC ratios are lower and
show less variance than through

the immature samples (table 6).

Again, there are no hydrocarbon-

extract trends with depth and in-

creasing thermal maturity. In fact,

the CPI's and saturate:aromatic

ratios are opposite what would be

expected for comparing thermally

immature and mature samples of

such similar lithologies. The lack of

normal thermal maturity trends,

and the disparity beteween the

C 15+ hydrocarbon extractdata and
the pyrolytic kerogen analyses sug-

gests the presence of migrated or

contaminanthydrocarbons through

this part of the thermally mature
section.

Pristane/phytane ratios of the

thermally mature Brookian section

are markedly higher than through

the immature section. They are

mostlybetween about 2.25 and 2.75

except for the two deepest. Two
extracts from Middle Brookian
rocks in the 1002 area, a sandstone

along Canning River and a con-

Chromatograms of the ther-

mally mature samples are gener-

ally similar for samples between
the 8,940 - 9,000 and the 11,570 -

11,600 interval. However, these

chromatograms appear to be more
similar to extracts from rocks typi-

cally at the very beginning of

catagenesis. Their accompanying
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anomalously high CPI values and

bimodal shapes of the

nonresolveable fractions support

this tenet. With %Ro's greater than

about 0.70, chromatograms appear

to have a mature, predominantly

nonmarine/terrigenous kerogen

derived hydrocarbon distribution.

Only chromatograms of the deep-

est samples appear to be

predominatly marine derived.

An unidentified peak eluting

between n-C20 and n-C21 appears

in the 12,500 - 12,530 chromato-

gram, prominently in the 13,100 -

13,730 (three different samples),

and as the largestpeak in the 14,570

- 14,600 samples. This may be a

manmade contaminant or a natu-

rally occurring substance. Compar-
ing chromatograms of some crude

oil alkane fractions, suggests that

the unidentified peak may be a

mono-methyl substituted n-C20
alkane, such as 9-Methyleicosane,

or most likely a C-23 Regular iso-

prenoid, such as 2,6,10,14-

Tetramethylnondecane (Ronov,

1987). Snowden (1978) reported

possible methyl(?)-substituted

diterpanes (possibly diesel contami-

nant) eluting with the alkane frac-

tion ofsome crude oil extracts from

Cretaceous to Tertiary age sedi-

ments from the Canadian Beau-

fort-Mackenzie Delta. This uniden-

tified peak in the Aurora chromato-

grams could be a similar methyl-

substituted polymerized isoprenoid

like a diterpane. While this is pos-

sible, it is unlikely because it does

not elute at the same time, between
the same n-alkanes, nor does its

shape resemble the broad diterpane

elution.

The chromatograms where the

unidentified peak appears, espe-

cially where it is most prominent,

have some additonal unique fea-

tures. These chromatograms show
enrichmentin thenC-25+ odd-num-
bered alkanes. Thus, the bitumen
from these samples of thermally

mature Brookian sediments ap-

pears more like bitumenindigenous

to immature sediments. This would
support that these extracts repre-

sent migrated hydrocarbons. How-
ever, migrating mostly immature
hydrocarbons into mostly mature
(with respect to the organic reac-

tions) sediments requires a more
complicated migration scheme(s).

The chromatograms from the deep-
est samples appear as typical, ma-
ture, predominantly marine-de-

rived extracts. Comparing chro-

matograms, there are minor simi-

larities between the mature
Brookian extracts and Middle
Brookian extracts from along
Katakturuk Creekin the 1002 area,

which have similar high pristane/

phytane values (Banet, 1990).
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Breakup Sequence

Total Organic Carbon

TOC's from the Breakup Se-

quence at Aurora vary between

about 0.5 and 3.5%, with most
values falling between 1 and 2%.

Unit III, 15,937 - 16,446 shows

about a 1% difference between

sidewall core values (SWC's)
which are slightly less than 1%
and cuttings samples which are

2% and greater. This shows that

either the SWC's are not repre-

sentative of this section or that

some ofthe overlying, organic rich

Bookian cuttings havemixedwith
Unit III cuttings. However, stuck

pipe and drilling problems neces-

sitated side tracking at about

15,503 and at 16,556. These prob-

lems resulted in poor sample re-

covery and the probable addition

of lost-circulation materials war-

rant suspicion ofthe analyses from

this part of the hole.

TOC's are mostly around 2%
through the upper portions of the

Tapkaurak Unit 16,446 - 17,000

coincident with the increased sand
content. TOC's fall to about 1.25 -

1.50% towards the base ofthe unit

at 17,325. TOC's through Unit I,

the Kingak Formation, range be-

tween 1.12 and 2.77%, with an av-

erage of 1.55%. The TOC's from

these threeBreakup sequence units
are comparable to the TOC mea-

surements from stratigraphically

equivalent onshore units. TOC's
range between 0.4 - 5.1% for the

HRZ and Pebble Shale units and
from 0.6 - 3.4% through the Kingak
Formation, where tested in and
around the 1002 area (Banet, 1990,

Magoon and others, 1986, and Lyle

and others 1980).

Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis data for the Breakup
sequence samples plot as predomi-

nantlygas-proneType IIIkerogens.

By comparison they appear to have
more potential for generating hy-

drocarbons than any ofthe mature
Brookian samples. Many samples

from the Kingak and Tapkaurak
Units also appear to be less ther-

mally altered than the kerogens

from the overlying, thermally ma-
ture Brookian samples (figure 5).

These observations reinforce the

interpretation that much of the

kerogen from the middle Brookian

section is recycled, mostly inert,

organic material rather than kero-

gens having hydrocarbon generat-

ing capacity. Additionally, these

analyses may reflect contamina-

tionfrom drilling additives through

the Breakup sequence.

Similar data from the onshore,

show that the Pebble Shale unit,

which is partly coeval and
correlatable to the Tapkaurak Unit
has Genetic Potentials generally
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less than 2,000 ppm and mostly low

Hydrogen Indexes, 35 - 400 mg/g.

However, the onshore data are from

widely differingthermal maturities

which affects the comparisons of

much ofthis data. The Kingak For-

mation has Genetic Potentials

mostly less than 5,000 ppm and

slightly lower Hydrogen Indexes,

25 - 350 mg/g than the Pebble Shale

Unit (table 5)

Thermal Maturity

The thermal maturity data,

%Ro, TAI, Tmax and Gas Wetness
show that the diagenetic zone is

from the begining of data at 930 to

9,518. These data have a single

trend through the diagenetic sec-

tion. The %Ro, Gas Wetness and
Tmax increase with depth at mod-
erate, but approximately constant

rates. However, the rate ofincrease

and the onset of thermal maturity

vary for the TAI determinations

(Plates 3 and 5, table 7, and appen-

dix).

The maturity indicators concur

indicating that the catagenetic zone

extends from 9,518 to about 17,500.

The onset of catagenesis picked at

the pronounced offsets of the %Ro
and Gas Wetness data. These off-

sets coincide most closely with the

log breaks which separate Unit IX
from Unit X (Plates 3 and 5).

Through the catagenetic zone the

%Ro, varies from 0.55% to about

1.8%. The Gas Wetness curve

abruptly increase from about 25%
through the diagenetic zone to about

70%. Through the catagenetic zone

Gas Wetness typically ranges be-

tween about60% and 80% (Plate 5).

Highest Gas Wetness values
(greater than 80%) occur between

12,600 and 14,685. This interval

includes the Oruktalik sand from

which a minor gas show was re-

corded, but not tested. There is a

Gas Wetness minimum at about

the base of the middle Brookian

sequence at 15,937. But, this mini-

mum is not considered to be the

base of the thermally mature sec-

tion because wetness values
steadily increase again to about

45%, down to about 17,200. Below
17,500 Gas Wetness declines

abruptly.

The %Ro (0.55%) for the begin-

ning of catagenesis, at Aurora, is

slightly lower than the more typi-

cally accepted value of0.60%. How-
ever, there are at least three rea-

sons for using this lower value for

the onset of thermal maturity at

Aurora.Atthe 9,518 logbreak, there
is a distinct offset (at least 0.05%
across the log-break) to the %Ro
data. In addition, the kerogens from

this section are markedly Hydro-

gen-deficient (figure 5), and Hydro-
gen deficientkerogens, such asType
III, typically begin to yield hydro-

carbons atlowerthermal maturities



Table 7

Stratigraphic and thermal maturity date used in the burial history model

Formation
Event/

Log Unit

Type Begin
Age
(Ma)

well Present
top section
ft ft

Missing Lithology Init Compact Average Matrix
section ss/slst/sh por Factor Density Cond

ft log X km"
1 g/cm3 U/m°C

TOC

Gubik-ShallowBay F .125

trans- regs H 2

Gubik-Tuk F 3

Tuk Unconformity
prehia

missing Mio-Plio

Miocene unc
hiatus

miss Olig-Mio
XIV U Brookian

hiatus

U Brookian Unc
hiatus

XIII
XII

XI

X

IX

VIII

VII

VI

V
IV Oruktalik

ITU
hiatus

Colville Sh

Bent oni tic Sh

Mid Brookian U
hiatus

HRZ

III

Tapkaurak
hiatus

LCD
hiatus

I Kingak

II

3.2
4.5
10

E 12

H 14

25
F 35
H 36

38
39
40

41.5
43

55

56
58

58.5
59.2
59.3
59.8

E 60
H 62

85

97.5

100

102

111

122

125

127

144

150

165

50

50

250

50/30/10 0.54

30/50/10 0.54

-2000

2000 25/25/47 0.56

300

2385
3435
4678
5985

9518
10490

11295
12093

13252
13725

2085

1050

1243

1307

3533
972
805

798
1159

473
2212

-2000

2000

-2000

-2500

15937
16446

17325

509
879

2000

25/25/47 0.56
25/25/47 0.59

05/08/89
07/08/85
10/10/79
07/08/89
05/05/89
10/10/79
07/08/85
--/04/89

-/08/90
25/20/53

1500 10/20/67
500 --/11/80

•2000

500 05/20/70
08/20/69
40/10/48

59

59

58

59
59

58
0.59
0.6
0.6
0.56

0.59
0.63

.6

.6

0.54

2.13

2.13

2.22

2.22
2.35

2.37
2.35
2.33
2.35
2.37
2.33
2.35
2.4

2.4
2.22

2.35
2.52

2.4
2.41

2.14

-2000

05/15/57 0.59 2.05

2.62

2.62

2.6

2.6
2.59

2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.59
2.59
2.6

2.61

2.51

2.53
2.58
2.6

2.6

2.11

2.11

1.86

1.86

1.59

1.56

1.59
1.64

1.59

1.56
1.64

1.59
1.49

1.5

1.86

1.64

1.27

1.35

1.47

2.02

1.59

Heat

Cap
kJ/nr* X

2562

2562

2378

2378

2174

2151

2176

2213
2176

2151

2213

2176
2110

2129
2362

2266

2006

2010

2112

2412

2200

2.5

1.3

1.5

1.1

1.5

1.2

1.0

.8

.8

1.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

9.0

5.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

F formation deposition
H deposition^ hiatus
E erosional event

eroded unit



Table 7, continued

Geother

sect ion 1 aecti on 2 atctl on 3 aecti on 4

tme Depth 1 Gradient Depth Gradient Depth Gradient Depth Gradient
Ha) ft ( 'f/iooo ft) ft

9518

(°F/1000 ft)

12.50

ft

HOOO

(°F/1000 ft)

U.O

ft (°F/1000 ft)

10 18000 15.5

40 12 8000 U.O 15000 17

63 12 5000 15

100 IS 5000 17

135 12 3000 12.5

HO 12

Borehole Temperature Table
Depth Temp Factor

(feet) (*F)

3040 62 1 2.0
9477 158 1.5

14928 203 1.2
15500 255 1.1

1832S 325 1.0

Heat iubaurfacc Sea
Time Flow Temp level/depth
(Ha) (HFU) °F ft ft

.05 1.0 30
.125 1.00 35.1 100 100
2.0 1.43 45.0 -500 100

3.0 1.55 60.1 200 100
4.0 1.5 60.0 -200

5.1 0.96 40 -200 300
10 0.96 40 -500 300
12 1.67 70.0 -500

20 1.19 40 300 300
30 1.70 40.0 100 100
38 1.55 SO -500
39 3.34 70.0 -100 200
41 1.79 40 500 300
59 2.75 40 400 300
60 4.06 70.0 -500

85 1.79 50.0 400 300
98 2.03 40 300 750
100 3.82 70.0 -300
125 2.15 40 200 200
128 3.0 55
144 4.00 40
165 2.8 40 100 300

Current Surface Tenp -10

Current Heat Flow 2.00
Current Surface elevation* -60.1

well Data
Longitude 0.00000000
Latitude - 0.00000000

KB Elevation 0.00

Maturity 8o
Current Elevation -60.00

Thermal Conductivity (Uatts/n*ftC)

Heat Flow - (HFU)

Gradient (fcF/1000 ft)
Arrneniue (1/ny)

Model Parameters
Compaction

Thermal Calculation
use BHT's

TTI Reference Tenp
TTl Doubling Tenp

Maturity Calculation
Kinetic* Calculation

Time Interval

Depth Interval
Integrate Depth

Kerogen Hode

Mechanical
Gradient
Snooth
105.00

10.00

Lopatin
Quick
5.00
1000.00
Tea

LLHL



Table 7, continued

Measured Maturi ty Tabl e Measured Maturi ty Tabl s

Depth XRo TAI Tmax Depth XRo TAI Tmax
(feet) (feet)

1170 .30 428 11300 .62 2.0 439
1350 .34 428 11630 .63 439
1710 .35 426 11930 .63 2.2 440
2070 .36 427 12200 .65 2.0 438
2340 .36 424 12230 .63 2.0 439
2610 .36 423 12254 .62 2.2 441
2970 .37 421 12830 .74 2.2 440
3183 .39 416 13100 .71 2.2 444
3509 .38 417 13400 .78 2.6 429
3817 .39 427 13670 .79 2.8 446
4135 .37 426 13821 .89 2.6 445
4531 .37 422 14000 .86 2.5 451
4866 .37 423 14300 .91 3.0 451
5123 .42 424 14588 1.10 3.0 431
5370 .41 425 14900 1.17 3.0 460
5663 .44 422 14997 1.10 469
5962 .36 422 15200 1.15 3.2 453
6346 .41 426 15530 1.23 3.0 458
6754 .39 2.0 423 15762 1.51 490
7152 .41 2.0 423 15800 1.48 3.2 477
7438 .47 2.0 424 16100 1.47 3.2 472
7732 .41 2.0 426 16400 1.57 3.2 472
8059 .43 428 16700 1.69 3.8 472
9249 .49 426 16705 1.59 3.4 501
9560 .56 2.0 437 16950 3.6 470
9830 .55 2.0 435 17160 1.56 3.4 445
10130 .61 2.0 436 17310 1.72 448
10430 .58 2.0 438 17640 1.90 as
10457 .60 2.0 435 17820 2.05 451

10730 .60 2.0 437 17990 3.8 457
11030 .60 2.0 439 18000

18325

2.11

2.14
4.0 458
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(Tissot and Welte, 1984). Finally,

the Gas Wetness curve calibrates

very well to the onset ofcatagenesis

at 9,518. Through this section TAI
values increase irregularly,

whereas Tmax data increases

steadily.

Overall, the TAI's are variable

and increase through the

catagenesis interval. They show a

pronounced shift to higher values

in the deeper part of the section.

These TAI data are not sensitive to

lithological changes. In addition,

there is a data gap in the interval

between the high catagenetic val-

ues and the metagenetic values

where data are available (Plates 3

and 5).

The Tmax data show an overall

steady increase through the

catagenetic zone. However, there

is noticeable disparity between
SWC's and cuttings dataTmax val-

ues through approximately the

16,000 to 17,000 interval. This is

through the lowestmiddleBrookian

and upper Break up sequences. This

disparity coincides with differences

observed in TOC data between cut-

tings and SWC through the same
interval (Plates 3 and 5). An intial

observation is that the hole prob-

lems encountered through this in-

terval are suspect for resulting in

probable/possible sloughing and
mixing of samples.

Below about 17,000, Tmax data

are uniform again. However, these

data are offset by some 25 degrees

to lower values. At a first approxi-

mation, this appears to be related

to the lowerTOC's and higher pyro-
lytic generated hydrocarbons
through the interval 17,000 - TD
(Plates 3 and 5). Again, this offset

may be because ofthe introduction

ofcirculation materials to the drill-

ing mud. There are some problems

attendant to involking drillingmud
contamination. One ofthese is that

a typical lignosulfonate drilling

mud additive would likely contami-

nate the mud with relatively high

TOC readings. A lignite-derived

mud additive should also reflect a

thermal maturity of %Ro= 0.3 to

0.4 or a Tmax ofabout 400 degrees

Celsius. Neither these low vitrinite

reflectance values nor a bimodal

distribution of data points are re-

corded in the data. Consequently,

contamination by lignosulfonate

drilling mud additives does not

adequately explain the reversals in

data trends below about 17,000.

Within the catagenetic zone, the

Ro thermal maturity plots show
three distinct sections; 9,518 -

12,600; 12,600 to 15,937 and from

15,937 to TD (18,325). Both the

%Ro and % Gas Wetness show
abrupt changes to distinctively

higher values, which mark the top

ofthermal maturity. At 9,518 there
is both a change in the steepness to
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the slope of the %Ro line and an %Ro data from both the cuttings

offsetin%Ro values. This offset could and SWC's are uniform in value

indicate that there is major change and reach the high end of

in thermal regime to more severe catagenesis. Apparently any off-

conditions or that there is an set to the %Ro data from the LCU
unconformity at about this level, (which is at 17,325) has annealed

Extrapolating upwards, the slope of sufficientlytobe unnoticeable.The
the 9,518 - 12,600 segment suggests disparity seen between cuttings

that about 3,000 or 4,000 feet of and SWC's in the TOC and Tmax
sectionmay have been eroded (Dow, data through this section is not

1974). On first interpretation this apparent in %Ro data. Plates 3
could be an indication of the and 4 show similar %Ro cuttings

unconformity that separates the and SWC values.

Middle from the Upper Brookian

(Hubbard and others, 1987). How- Below approximately 16,000

ever, analysis of the logs, particu- and to TD, the %Ro slope is still

larly the sonic, show only minor about the same as in the overlying

variations at this level. These minor section, but there is an offset to

log variations are similar in scope lower %Ro values. In addition,

and magnitude to those separating Tmax data are offset to lower val-

the other Brookian log units where ues below 17,000 which also sug-

there are no unconformities sus- gests lessthermal maturitythrough

pected. Thus, this offset to the %Ro the deepest part of the well,

at 9,518 is not considered to be coin-

cident to a major unconformity. As stated earlier, drilling con-

taminants (bothchemical additives

The 12,600 - 15,937 section ofthe and sloughed cuttings) are imme-
%Ro catagenetic maturity plot is diately suspect for this anomaly,

considerably steeper than the over- However, similardatarelationships

lying section. This steepness sug- would exist if more thermally ma-
gests a pronounced or punctuated turerockswerereverse-faultedover

increase inthermal regime . Through a section of less thermally mature
this section, both TAI and Tmax rocks. Along this part ofthe Hinge

data reflect this level of thermal Line (Craig and others, 1985) and
maturity by their values, but they upsection ofthe down-to-basement

areapparentlyless sensitive tovaria- normal faulting, reverse faulting

tions than %Ro. Gas Wetness de- like this couldbe a distinct possibil-

clines to aminimum atabout 15,937. ity.

Between 15,937 - 17,500 the However, analysis of the logs
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and the limited publicly available

seismic data (Bird and Magoon,

1987) indicates that this thrust-

faultinterpretation does not readily

seem to be the case. Alternatively,

the entire section between 12,600

and TD may have the same ther-

mal history and only the %Ro and

Tmax data have large variance.

Until more data are available, the

interpretation of the data below

17,000 remains somewhat of an

enigma.

Geothermal Gradient

The Aurora well penetrated

some 3000 ft more of sedimentary

section than any of the nearest

wells. Aurora well also has the high-

est recorded bottom hole tempera-

ture (BHT) and the highest geo-

thermal gradient (figure 7). Where
data are available, correctedBHTs
(by graphical extrapolations) are

shown. Otherwise, BHTs shown
represent the temperatures taken

after the maximum amounts ofcir-

culation.

Most wells in this region have
an average geothermal gradient

approximately 12 degrees Fahren-

heit/1000 ft, especially for the sec-

tion above approximately 14,000 ft

(figure 7). These wells represent

input from four distinct but locally

overlapping subsurface environ-

ments. The deeper offshore, repre-

sents areas where the pre-Brookian

part of the section has been influ-

enced by the Breakup or Rifting

events. These wells have high geo-

thermal gradients in the deeper

part of the section because of the

high heat flow associated with the

rifting events. In addition, along

the hinge line there are areas of

higher geothermal gradient associ-

ated with the ductile movement of

the mobile shales (Craig and oth-

ers, 1985).

West of the 1002 area, most
coastal plain and shallow offshore

wells commonly test a relatively

undisturbed section by compres-

sional tectonics. Northward
prograding Brookian clastic rocks

comprise most of units tested. Fi-

nally the mountain front suite rep-

resents areas uplifted by the com-

pressional tectonics of northeast

Alaska. Geothermal gradients

through the sedimentary section

on the hanging wall ofthrust faults

are typically high because of their

previous deeper burial. Sedimen-
tary sections on the overthrust foot-

wall are also high owing to their

deep burial and relatively rapid

thermal equilibration (Furlongand
Edman, 1984).

In general, geothermal gradi-

ents arelowerthroughtheBrookian

rocks than through the Breakup or

Ellesmerian sequences. Wells from
all fourtectonic environments have
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Temperature gradients from Aurora and nearby wells
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higher geothermal gradients for

stratigraphic sections buried deeper

than about 14,000 ft regardless of

the depositional sequence tested.

These deep-section wells typically

have geothermal gradients of 14 to

15 degrees (FahrenheitVlOOO ft.

At Aurora, the geothermal gra-

dient of approximately 12 degrees/

1000 ft through the upper part of

the well. This is similar to most

wells which tested a predominantly

Brookian section (figure 7). The
lowerpart ofthe well shows a higher

geothermal gradient of about 15

degrees/1000 ft. Aurora had the

highest recordedBHT ofthe nearby

wells. This may reflect thermal in-

fluences from rifting events, prox-

imity to fault-cored diapiric move-
ments of shales along the Hinge
line, or possibly influences from

both phenomena. (Note that data

forBHT corrections were available

for only wells immediately west of

the 1002 area. Aurora is not cor-

rected.)

4. Burial History

Geochemical modelling esti-

mates the amount and kinds of

hydrocarbons that have been gen-

erated from source rocks in a basin.

First order, or psuedo-first order

reaction mechanics best describe

the naturally occurring transfor-

mation of kerogens into hydrocar-

bons (Lopatin, 1971, Conan, 1974;

Waples, 1980). Analyses ofwell and
outcrop geochemical data provide

information describing the present

geologic conditions, whereas suc-

cessful modelling incorporates age

data, stratigraphy, various
petrophysical properties and ther-

mal maturity data to determine

when, in basin history, hydrocar-

bon generation began and reached

its zenith.

Consequently, an accurate de-

termination of burial history from

age data and sedimentation rates

is neccessary to constructing a us-

able model. Waples and others

(1992) elaborate that even under
the best of conditions, combining

the thermal maturity data, tecton-

ics, sedimentology, petrology and
paleontology data, with their in-

herent uncertainties is tantamount
to an art form. Thus, as with deal-

ingwith uncertainties in data, there

are a range of values or multiple

possible scenarios which illustrate

plausibleburial histories thathonor

the data. Changing the timing and
duration of the various geologic

events is a veritable juggling act

which interplays in a complexman-
ner to change the results.

Commercially available soft-

ware facilitatesgeneratingmultiple

burial history scenarios which test

the various hypotheses. This Au-
rora well analysis usedBASINMOD
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version 2.37 from Platte River As-

sociates, Inc. (Any use of trade,

product or firm names in this pub-

lication is for descriptive purposes

only and does not imply endorse-

ment by the Bureau ofLand Man-
agement or the U.S. Government).

Several input parameters (such as

initial porosities, compaction coef-

ficients, heat flow data, etc.) are

"hard wired" into this program.

These values are based on litholo-

gies interpreted from the logs and
cuttings descriptions (table 7).

Waples and others (1992) also pro-

vides useful data on modifying the

thermal history and rock property

inputparameters. Ingeneral, these

represent average values for simi-

lar sediments and they are useful

towards determining the thermal

maturitymodel. But note thattheir
values probably exceed the preci-

sion of the the inferred age and
estimated burial rate data (table

7).

Sincethe Paleontogicaldatawas
not released with the logs and geo-

chemical data, burial history re-

constructions are modeled from
publicly available North Slope in-

formation. Periods of depostional

hiatus accompany the modeled
unconformities to reflect some of

the inherent uncertainity in tim-

ing. Also, it serves to visually un-

derscore these events (figure 8 and
table 7).

In addition to well data, the

burial history reconstructions em-
phasize that regional trends in the

geology, such as unit thicknesses,

ages of the units and events and
thermal histories, from along the

axis ofthe BarrowArch feature are

more representative ofwhat likely

occurs at Aurora rather than the

geology from the Colville trough or

the foothills.

Currently, there are few pub-

lished burial history reconstruc-

tions and Lopatin thermal matu-
rity determinations for northeast

Alaska. Magoon and others (1987)

model the Tertiary section for the

PointThomson UnitNo. 1 well from
an area about 80 miles to the west

(figure 2 well; designatedUl). Their

model shows rapid burial during

upper Cretaceous and most of the

Paleocene (Graphically estimated

at 700 feet/million years). This is

followed by a constant burial rate

ofabout200 feet/millionyears since

the upper Paleocene. It also repre-

sents a constant rate oflowering of

geothermal gradient with time.

Banet's model (1990) for the West
Staines No. 2 well (figure 2) is

similar except that it lowers the

geothermalgradientthrough all the

Tertiary and does not project per-

mafrost back to the Paleocene.

Datafromboth these wells show
the onset of thermal maturity at

depths of approximately 12,000 to
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13,000 ft. This depth to maturity

agrees withmostofthe othercoastal
plain wells northwest of the 1002

area. (For comparison, the onset of

thermal maturity around Prudhoe
Bay is 8000 to 9000 feet.) Maxi-

mum burial depths were reached

duringthe Pliocene and subsequent
uplift has been less than about 500

ft. Both models suggest that

catagenesis in the Pebble Shale

Unit and the upper Cretaceous

Bentonitic shale began some 5 mil-

lion years ago in this area.

However, these burial history

models are simplifications of the

Pt.Thomson area. Both seismicand
field geologic data from the ANWR
1002 area show that the Pt.

Thomson area has a substantially

less complicated tectonic and sedi-

mentologic history than at Aurora.

A stratigraphically simplisitic

burial history model using similar

assumptions for Aurora does not

generate the maturity or tempera-

tures encountered in the well data.

Issler and Snowdon (1990)

model burial histories ofwells from

the Canadian Beaufort and test

hydrocarbon-generation experi-

mental kinetics from laboratory

experiments. These models reflect

input accommodating the chang-

ingheat flows and depositional epi-

sodes related to both rifting events

and subsequentrapidburial events.
The available seismic data from

the 1002 area and the near offshore

(Bird and Magoon, 1987; Craig and
others, 1985; Grantz and May,
1983) indicates that the burial his-

tory at Aurora is more similar to

some of the Canadian Beaufort

wells than the Pt. Thomson area

models (Banet, 1990 & 1992).

Table 7 shows Aurora burial

historyreconstruction data. Experi-

menting with models shows that

burial effects of more recent epi-

sodes far outweigh those of older

events. This is particularly true of

erosional events and missing sec-

tions at Aurora.

I have estimated the amounts of

erosion and missing section at ap-

proximately 2,000 ft for the Ter-

tiary events. For the nature of this

initial approximation and the

amount and kind ofdata available

(seismicand paleontological) at this

time, I feel that this is sufficient for

the initial burial history modelling.

Regional data suggest that dif-

ferent parts of northeast Alaska

may have undergone considerably

more numerous and/or extensive

uplifts and erosional episodes. In

facttheTuktoyaktukunconformity
can be modeled as removing only

500 ft of section from an equally

thick upper Brookian section and
they still closely approximate the

data.
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However, I choose uniformity

for this initial comparative effort in

which the thicknesses can neither

be confirmed nor denied, except

perhaps arguably. Most impor-

tantly, these burial history esti-

mates best fit the thermal matu-

rity data derived from the well

samples (table 7 and appendix).

Aurora well is located in an

area where considerably less data

is available than for the previous

modelling attempts. It is likely

that there are several additional

unconformities of limited areal

extent and/or depositional hia-

tuses that exist but are not re-

solved on the available data. How-
ever, note that substantially

greater sections, result in models

that do not honor the present ther-

mal maturity data and profile.

Both Aurora well data and re-

gional analogies comprise thickness

and age estimates for this burial

history. This Aurora model has

Kingak shale no younger than
Oxfordian as Carman and
Hardwick (1983) report from the

Kuparuk River area. The current

Kingak thickness for this location

is estimated to be approximately

2000 ft with another 2000 ft of the

uppermost Jurassic and lowest

Cretaceous eroded at the LCU.

The Tapkaurak Unit and the

overlying Unit III are also con-

strained by ages of the Breakup
sequence at Kuparuk River. They
are considered approximately
Hauterivian-Barremian and
Barremian-Aptian, respectively.

Thicknesses are from the well data.

In keeping with the regional geol-

ogy, approximately 500 ft ofHRZ is

modeled as having been deposited

and subsequently eroded by the

basal Middle Brookian uncon-

formity.

The missing Bentonitic Shale

unit and overlying Colville Group
shale of the Middle Brookian se-

quence are modeled after available

well and outcrop data. Thicknesses,

ages and erosion are best estimates

fromcomparison to the Pt. Thomson
area and the 1002 area (figure 7,

Banet, 1992). Only relative minor

changes to the thermal maturity

occur when these Cretaceous age

units are modeled as being twice as

thick as shown on table 7 or as not

being deposited instead of being

eroded (Appendix 1). I model ero-

sion of 2,500 feet at the lower Ter-

tiary unconformity. This is compa-

rable to extent of erosion at the

LCU.

The middle Brookian sequence,

15,937 - 2,385 has two separate but

related depositional regimes. Units

IV - IX (15,937 - 9,518) have higher

depositional rates than Units X -

XIII (9,518 - 2,385). These changes

coincide with pronounced offsets
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observed in the thermal maturity

indicators (Plate 5) observed at

9,518. The sedimentation rates

within each depositional regime are

similar for the contained units. This

pulse of middle Brookian clastic

sedimentation initiates the begin-

ning of major catagenesis in the

Breakup sequence rocks at approxi-
mately 40 - 45 ma (figure 8).

As per the well data, the middle

Brookian sequence is 13,552 feet

thick. The upper Eocene
unconformity at 2,385 removes an
estimated 2,000 feet of section.

Adding this amount oferosion and
restoring the 2000 feet of section

removed by the LTU yields a total

thickness of 17,552 ft. This total

thickness is near the approximate

midpoint ofvarious regional middle

Brookian thickness estimates for

the eastern part of the Beaufort

shelf(Dixonand others, 1992; Craig

and others, 1985 and Deitrich and
others, 1985). The timing of the

erosional eventwhich separatesthe
Middle from the Upper Brookian

sequence is picked atapproximately

38 ma. Laramide deformation was
most intense in the eastern Beau-

fort at this time (Hubbard and oth-

ers, 1987). In addition, it approxi-

mately coincides with the sudden

and major expansion ofthe Antarc-
tic ice shelf which also may have

contributed the regression of sea

levels, worldwide (Emiliani, 1987).

The upper Brookian section,

above 2,385, is Oligocene through
upper Miocene or lower Pliocene

age (Plates 1 and 2). The regional

geology suggests that this shallow-

est section of this well has under-

gone several substantial episodes

ofupliftwith subsequentburial and
sediment input from the south and
east. At least two major
unconformities probably exist

within this section (Craig and oth-

ers, 1985; Banet, 1990; Dixon and
others, 1992).

The log character indicates that

these lithologies have very slow

interval transit times above 2,385

to where the geophysical logging

ended at 930 ft. Typically

uncompacted sediments like these

do not readily indicate any sonic

discontinuites. So, log evidences of

these unconformities may be over-

lookedin the analysis (Banet, 1992).

The unconformities may occur

within the uppermost 900 ft which

was notlogged, orperhaps even the
uppermost 300 ft, as the mudlog
shows no significant lithological

changes through this section. How-
ever, note that there is no evidence

on the logs ofthe regional Miocene

unconformity (or unconformities)

within the upper Brookian section,

which is/(are) so prominent in the

offshore subsurface. Also, the

lithologies across the angular, basal

Tuktoyaktuk unconformity are
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similar enough, especially from

cuttings descriptions, to pass un-

detected to the casual observer.

Regionally, the Upper Brookian
sequence may be as much as 15,000

to 20,000 feet thick in the Barter

and Demarcation subbasins juxta-

posed to Aurora (Craig and others,

1985), or even thicker in the Cana-

dian Beaufort (Issler and Snowdon,

1990). Table 7 shows Unit XIV is

estimated to be 2,085 feet thick.

Table 7 also shows that approxi-

mately 2,000 feet of section were

removed by the upper Miocene

unconformity.

Greater thicknesses do not fit

the data, nor are they compatible

with regional reconstructions. The
upper Miocene age is compatible

with reconstruction ofuplifts in the

Bulge, but it also coincides with the

Antarctic ice sheet reaching the

ocean (Emiliani, 1987). The basal

Tuktoyaktuk sequence
unconformity removes another

2,000 ft of Upper Brookian section

(table 7). Onshore, at the Marsh
Creek anticline in the 1002 area,

and offshore in the Beaufort this

unconformity has an angular ge-

ometry. I reconstruct total Upper
Brookian deposition at Aurora as

6,085 ft. Craig and others (1985)

and Banet (1990) suggest similar

thicknesses for this section along

the Hinge Line where it overlies

deformed Middle Brookian rocks.

Burial reconstructions with thicker

upper Brookian or Tuktoyaktuk
sequence sections depress the on-

set ofcatagenesis. However, this is

considerably below that which is

observed in the well data.

As with the Upper Brookian

unconformities, I suggest that the

basal Tuktoyaktuk unconformity

is probably coincident to both the

tectonic uplifts marking the culmi-

nation of the Camden orogeny
(Hubbard and others, 1987) of the

Bulge and the approximate onset of

North American glaciation

(Emiliani, 1987). Initial Gubik
deposition is about 3 ma (table 7).

This age agrees with surficial indi-

cations of faulting through the

Quaternary, and it approximately

coincides with the earlier stages of

extensive North American glacia-

tion.

The complex nature of glacia-

tions, particularly the relatively

recent Pliocene-Plesitocene glacia-

tions, can only be approximated

with the best of available model-

ling efforts. Multiple pulses ofsedi-

mentationand repeated regressions
(Carter, 1987; Dinter, 1987) are

combined and dated most closely to

the time ofthe respective sedimen-

tation or erosional maximum. In

addition, the graphical representa-

tion is not easily shown in the less

than 5% of the time-record avail-

able for showing the Pliocene and
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Pleistocene (figure 8).

The episodic Plio-Pleistocene

glaciations and accompanying
permafrost present particular

problems. Regressions result in

dramatic sea level lowerings and
changes to sedimentation pat-

terns. Alteration of the subsur-

face temperatureregime is equally

dramatic. For example, perma-

frost is a current phenomena, but

a geologically ephemeral event.

On the North Slope it may reach

approximately 2,000 feet thick-

ness and thins dramatically off-

shore due to the oceans' thermal

mass. An initial result is that the

permafrostmostly affects the shal-

low BHT measurements (figure

7). I model these factors (success-

fully, I hope) as part of the most
recent uplift event at Aurora. Ad-
ditional subsurface temperature

effects and corrections suggested

byLachenbruchand others (1982)

exceed this current burial history

modelling effort.

Table 7 lists the various time-

value inputs. Heat flow data are

mostly from comparison to existing

burial historydataandfromWaples
and others (1992). Surface tempera-

tures are also estimates. The heat

flow data are higher for rifting re-

lated events than for the Brookian

deposition. Sea level data are

largely after Vail and others (1977)

and waterdepth are estimates from

the sedimentology. Like the ero-

sional modelling, where pertinent

data are also limited, these are sim-

plistic reconstructions and are

likely conservative. The addition of

sea level to the modelling effort

mostly affects the temperatures

and, to a lesser extent, the depths

to which the units have been bur-

ied. The geothermal gradient data

also reflect higher temperature re-

gimes for rifting events and lower

gradients for rapid deposition.

Even with these caveats, the

observed data shows good agree-

ment to calculated thermal matu-
rity values from the burial history

model (appendix). Vitrinite reflec-

tance maturity data (%Ro) is only

slightly higher than the burial his-

tory model calculates through the

catagenetic zone. I rely primarily

on the %Ro data for comparing the

burial historymodel to the thermal

maturity data. In addition to the

good fit of the burial history model

to the %Ro data, the %Ro data is

considerably more consistent than

the either TAI orTmax data which
show a lot of scatter with depth

(appendix). Overall, this thermal

maturity reconstruction fits the

available data and this burial his-

tory reconstruction, remarkably
well, given the initial estimates of

erosion and uplifts in this area (fig-

ure 8, table 7).
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5. Summary

Aurora well drilled and sampled

18,325 ft of clastic sediments from

the Breakup, Middle Brookian,

Upper Brookian and probably

Tuktoyaktuk depositional se-

quences. These data fill a major

gap between exploration efforts on

Alaska's North Slope, the Beaufort

shelf and the Canadian Beaufort-

Mackenzie delta. The erosional and
depositional history has several

similarities toboth the Pt. Thomson
area to the west and the Canadian
Beaufort to the east.

This geochemical profile shows
that the UpperBrookian rocks have
1 to 2% TOC, are thermally imma-
ture and have kerogens that are

prone to generate gas. The Middle

Brookian rocks typically have 1%
orlessTOC andhave kerogens that
are likely Type IV, comprised pre-

dominantly of recycled organic

material. The middle Brookian se-

quence at this location has limited

capacity to generate hydrocarbons

irrespective of thermal maturity.

The basal Middle Brookian section

has TOC values to about 5% but

also has marginal capacity to yield

hydrocarbons like the rest of the

Brookian rocks. This is a classic

example of rocks containing rela-

tively high concentrations ofTOC
having marginal capacity to gener-

ate hydrocarbons: one of the most

basic caveats of source rock analy-

ses!

The Breakup sequence rocks

have TOC's between 1.5 and 2.0%.

These rocks are thermally ma-
ture and have kerogens mostly

prone to generate gas during py-

rolysis. Their capacity to generate

liquid hydrocarbons is mostly
spent.

The presence of extractable hy-

drocarbons from the organically

lean and thermally immature
Brookian section indicates that

some migrated hydrocarbons are

present at this location. At present,
the source or sources of these

anomalous hydrocarbons are un-

known. However, the richest

samples are severelyweatheredand
bear minor resemblance to weath-

ered seeps from the 1002 area.

Othersamples' chromatogramsand
alkane distribution suggest a pen-

chant or disposition for a predomi-

nantly nonmarine source rock.

Vitrininte reflectance and gas

wetness show that the onset ofther-
mal maturity is at 9,518 and that

there are multiple thermal matu-

rity regimes. The higher thermal

maturity and rate ofincrease with

burial suggests that the thermal

maturity regime was more intense

for the section below 9,518. TAI
andTmax are less sensitive to these

changes.
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The burial history reconstruc-

tion for this well is the most com-

plex of any published for northern

Alaska. However this approxima-

tion is still simplistic and conserva-

tive owing to the tectonic complex-

ity ofarea and the amount ofavail-

able data, especially for those parts

affected by various glacial episodes.

This burial history combines ob-

served data with regional correla-

tions and incorporates the limited

available offshore seismic data sug-

gesting that there have been mul-

tiple periods of uplift and erosion.

Still, this initial approximationgood

agreement between the observed

data and calculated values.

Burial history modelling indi-

cates that hydrocarbon genera-

tion in the basal Breakup sequence
rocks began approximately 45 ma
with the deposition of the Middle
Brookian section. Further burial

resulted in the breakdown of pe-

troleum to condensate at about 35
ma and the transformation to gas

at about 16 ma. Maximum burial

for the Breakup sequence was

probably about 23,000 ft and sub-

sequent uplifts have been greater

than about 3,500 ft. The current

beginning ofthermal maturity in

the Brookian section is at 9,518.

The burial history, the relatively

organicly-lean nature of the kero-

gens and thermal maturity of the

sediments suggest that petroleum
generating capacity of the Middle
Brookian section at this location is

substantially less than that on-

shore. However, there are anoma-
lous, migrated hydrocarbons
present in this section. This indi-

cates the presence ofa successfully

operating petroleum system some-
where in the vicinity. In addition,

regional geologic considerations

and correlations to the Pt. Thomson
area suggest that more petroleum

potential may exist south of this

location, towards the culminations

of the large seismically mapped
structures oftheANWR 1002 area,

where the two major sands, the

Tapkaurak and Oruktalik, are not

as deeply buried.
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Appendix

The determination of appropriate age

and burial-depth parameters is necessary

in estimating the timing and extents of

hydrocarbon generation. However, these

kinetic parameters are critically interre-

lated and changing one depth or age ne-

cessitates adjusting others. Even where

data are abundant, the accurate burial

histories are composed of geological and
geochemical assumptions and compro-

mises. Thus, iterative methods facilitate

comparing and determining the most logi-

cal and plausible assumptions.

These figures illustrate the fit of the

Aurora analysis assumptions with the

thermal maturity data. FigureA compares
the %Ro, TAI and Tmax data to the Aurora
burial history model. The %Ro data fit the

burial model most closely at the high and
low ends of thermal maturity. The data

suggest a somewhat more severe thermal

history, by about 0.1%Ro through the

middle ofthe catagenetic zone. This is due,

to perhaps, higher temperatures during

the deposition of Units V and VI.

The %Ro data also reflect the distinct

thermal maturity segments (the doglegs,

discontinuous or kinky vitrinite reflec-

tance profiles) described in the main por-

tion of the text. As an important aside, a

regression of the %Ro is run on the data.

This regression actually honors little of

the data, with wide discrepancies on both

ends. (The regression is substantially less

severe than the data through the
catagenetic zone, but suggests a much
more severe regime through the conden-

sate field.) The analysis of the accompa-
nying logs supports that there are sedi-

mentological changes that accompany

these offsets to the %Ro data. The change
and offset at 9,518 does not coincide with

an unconformity, but the change and off-

set at approximately 16,000 (Plate 4) coin-

cide well with the LTU pick at 15,937.

The TAI data are widely scattered. In

a gross way, TAI data also reflect a more
severe thermal maturity regime through
the middle of the catagenetic zone than
through the more deeply buried litholo-

gies.

The Tmax data are more abundant
than either %Ro and TAI and are more
widely scattered than both. This variation

in the data is similar to that reported from
1002 area outcrops. The Tmax data from
Aurora change abruptly from represent-

ing a thermal regime less severe than the

model through the diagenetic region, to a
regime thatwasmuch more severe through

diagenesis. Oddly, the Tmax data from
the most deeply buried section shows ther-

mal maturity equal or less than that from
the catagenetic zone (Figure A).

Changes to the burial history input

parameters illustrate that the most re-

cent changeshave the most effect in deter-

mining the onset of hydrocarbon genera-

tion (Figures B, C and D). By modelling

that the upper Cretaceous shales were not
deposited, rather than eroded, imparts

only small changes to the generation of

hydrocarbons. The depth to the onset of

catagenesis at the base of the Kingak is

unchanged. However, the timing ofhydro-
carbon generation is alteredfrom approxi-

mately 50 ma with deposition and subse-

quent erosion to about 32 ma.
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Figures C and D also illustrate what
happens if the basal upper Brookian

unconformity occurs at 9,518 and coinci-

dent to changes in the thermal maturity

(%Ro and Gas Wetness). This assumption

represents an influx of approximately

13,500 ft ofupper Brookian sediment; over

twice that shown in figure 8. The result is

that the depth ofcatagenesis is lowered to

about 13,500. Concommitantly, the onset

of hydrocarbon generation is approxi-

mately 34 ma for the base of the Kingak.
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PLATE 1. GEOPHYSICAL LOGS FROM AURORA



DEPTH
FEET

PLATE 2.

LOG PICKS MUDLOG

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

~930-2380
MUDSTONE/SHALE
MINOR DISTINCT BEDDING
ILD REVERSE KICKS

930-2275

A T INCREASES 165-135MMSEC/FT

2380-3435

WV 23B0 MAJOR SONIC 4 ILD CHANGES

MUDSTONE/SHALE
VERY TIGHT
BEDDING THIN INDISTINCT

2500-3700

AT INCREASES 140-100MMSEC/FT

OVERPRESSURE ZONE
3435-4675

MUDSTONE- INTERBEDDED SILTSTONE k SHALE

62F/7.5hrs.

4675-4840
SILTSTONE i MUDSTONE
INTERBEDDED
TOP OF COARSENING UPWARDS UNIT?

4840-5404
SILTSTONE k SHALE
THIN SAND BEDS, WIDELY SPACED

3800-7100
A T VARIABLE k INCREASING 120-85MMSEC/FT

5404-5980
SHALE/MUDSTONE
UNIFORM

5980-6810
SS/SLST k SHALE INTERBEDDED
THIN W/GRADATIONAL-BLOCKY CONTACTS
SILTIER UPSECT10N

6810 11295
SHALE MOSTLY UNIFORM/MONOTONOUS

7100-10350
A T MONOTONOUS ~B5MMSEC/FT

SONIC KICK
HIGH GRZ'S

9518

MAJOR SONIC AND GAMMA KICKS

10350-11160
A T VARIABLE 80+/- 10 MMSEC/FT

10490-11295

MOSTLY UNIFORM SHALE

158F/11.5hrs.

CLYST GY BLK

SS k GRVL PYRITIC PEA SIZE UTH FRAGS
TR PEAT
CLYST GY PRYITTC

CLYST GY BLK SOFT GUMMY
ABNDT WOOD FRAGS
SET 30' CASING

CLYST GY GUMMY SOFT

CLYST GY GUMMY

MW 10.5

CLYST GY SOFT

CLYST GY SOFT SILTY

CLYST GY SOFT GUMMY

SLST BRN CLAYEY WOODY
CI 2X BACKGROUND ~50K pprr

CLYST GY BRN TR OIL

CLYST GY SILTY

CLYST GY DK GY SILTY FLOATING QTZ GRNS

SLST GY BRN SANDY

CLST SOFT SILTY SOFT

CLYST AA

SS SiP VFG QTZ CARB FRAGS
C1+ -lOOKppm MW 10

SLST BRN GY CLAYEY CARB FRAGS

SH/CLST GY BRN SILTY

MW 11.3
CLYST GRY FIRM SILTY

SLST BRN GY CLAYEY CARB FRAGS

SH/CLYST GY BRN SILTY

SH BRN GY SILTY

SS VFG BLK WH SUBRND RND SORTED
UNCONSOL MW 11
SH DK GY BRN CARB LAM SILTY

SH GY BRN SILTY

SS VFG SILTY S&P

SLST CLAYEY BENTONIT1C CARB LAM

SLST BRN TR COAL

SH GY SL FISS

SLST LT M GY TR BENT
SLST GY SDY CARB FRAGS

a
D

m

DO

ID

O
O

LOG UNIT

XIV
-900-2385
soft silty and gummy claystone

overpressure zone

-XIII
2385-3435
mostly soft clay with floating sand grains and chert pebbles

XII
3435-4678
mostly clay with some floating sand grains

XI
4678-5985

thin, interbedded sands, silts and shales

- X
5985-9518
well defined coarsening upwards sequence
gummy clays, laminated siltstones, tuff and thin sands

- IX
9518-10490

thin bedded sands, silts and shales

flaser bedding in core suggests interdistributary bay deposition

major change in thermal maturity regime

-VIII
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16000
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18000

6810 11295

SHALE MOSTLY UNIFORM/MONOTONOUS

-OAS-

7100-10350

A T MONOTONOUS ~B5MMSEC/FT

MONOTONOUS SHALE SECTION

NO BEDDING APPARENT

9518

MAJOR SONIC AND GAMMA KICKS

158F/11.5hrs.

10490-11295

MOSTLY UNIFORM SHALE

MINOR INTER8EDDED SS & SH AT BASE

11295 12093
INTERBEDDEO SLST SH
DISTINCT THIN UNITS <2'

SHALE AT TOP

11180-13600

A T -80MMSEC/FT CONSTANT

MINOR INTERBEDDING AT BASE

13725-14446

SS & SH

INTBD UNITS <10' THICK

13600-15830

A T WIDELY VARIABLE OVERALL DECREASING 91 8F /1 3 75hTS
70-100 +/-20MMSEC/FT '

SH 14515 14445

GAS SHOW. NO TEST

\/W 15937 MAJOR SONIC KICK

15950-16446

14822 15950

SHALE. FEW IF ANY SANDS

SUCKENSIDES REPORTED IN MUDLOG CUTTINGS

LTU
UNIFORM SHALE
A T VARIABLE 75-65MMSEC/FT 15830-16500

16500 MAJOR SONIC KICK

16446-16620
SS MASSIVE, BLOCKY, ABNDT FROSTED/CLEAR GRNS
EASTERLY TRANSPORT DIRECTION

GRADATIONAL SEQUENCE INTDBD SS SH

SS<2'

16660 17959

WV A T DECREASES 7O-90MMSEC/FT +/- 5

17325-18325

DIPS VAR < 10

A T ~90 MMSEC/FT +/- 10

MOSTLY UNIFORM SHALES W/MINOR SS SLST

255F/19.25hrs.

LCU

MINOR GAS SHOW
325F/16.75hrs.

SS S&P VFG QTZ CARB FRAGS

C1+ -lOOKppm MW 10

SLST BRN GY CLAYEY CARB FRAGS

SH/CLST GY BRN SILTY MW 11 3

CLYST GRY FIRM SILTY

SLST BRN GY CLAYEY CARB FRAGS

SH/CLYST GY BRN SILTY

SS VFG B/W SUBRND-RND SORTED

UNCONSOL

SH BRN GY SILTY

SS VFG BLK WH SUBRND RND SORTED

UNCONSOL MW 11.

SH DK GY BRN CARB LAM SILTY

SH GY BRN SILTY

SS VFG SILTY S&P

SLST CLAYEY BENTONIT1C CARB LAM

SLST BRN TR COAL

SH GY SL FISS

SS S&P VFG FRIABLE NOSF MW 12.2

SLST GY BRN W/CARB LAMS

MW 13

SLST GY TAN

SH GY SANDY CARB LAMS

SH LT GY SILTY

SLST GY BRN CARB LAMS

SLST GY BRN TR CARB TR SOFT BENT

SS S&P LT GY MOD SORTED
VIS POR NO SHOWS

SLST GY BRN

COAL BLK BRITTLE

SH GY SUB FISS SILTY

COAL

SS S/P WH GY F-M GR ANG-SUBANG
POORLY STD WELL CMTD PYR UTH FRAGS

BENT TAN BUFF

SLST BRN GY MICA HARD
C1+ — 75K ppm
SLST TAN BRN ARG HARD

MW 13.9

COAL
SHBY BRN MICA SUBF1SS BLKY
SH GY BLKY

CGL & SS F-CRSE ANG-SUBRND
PEBB W CMTD NOSCF
C1+ ~ 100K ppm

SH GY BLKY SIL FRAC F1LL

AA
SH GY BLKY

3ldo trock 15503

MW 15.7

SH DK GY BRN CARB LAMS F1SS-BLKY
SLST BRN GY TR BEDDING
SH GY BRN
SLST GY BRN/SS VFG DOL SOFT

SS F-CRSE ANG-SUBRND DOL CMT TAN WH
TR CHT CGL
TR CALC FRAC FILL

C1+ ~2X BACKGROUND ~40K PPM
SH DK GY SILTY BLKY

SHALE DK GY SPLINTERY

SHALE DK GY BRN SILTY FISS

SH DK GY BRN FISS SILTY

MW16.5

D
a

m

03

ID

O
O
7s

IX
9518-10490

thin bedded sands, silts and shales

flaser bedding in core suggests inteFdistributary bay deposition

major change in thermal maturity regime

-VIII
10490-11295

indistinct interbedded siltstone, sandstone and shale

- VII
11295-12093

thin bedded sands, silts and shales

- VI
12093-13252

mostly shale, some sands at base

- V

TD 18,325'

13252-13725
mostly interbedded carbonceous silts and clays

minor S&P sands and coal

- IV
13725-15937

beginning of Tertiary sediments

gas show in Oruktalik sand 14685 - 14828

possible distal equivalent of Sabbath Conglomerate

15937-16446
coarsening and thickening upwards sequence

similar to Kalubik Formation

"16446 - 17325
coarsening and thickening upwards sequence

culminates with Tapkaurak sand, 16446 - 16620

has similarities to Kemik sand-Pebble shale,

the Pt. Thomson sands, and Kuparuk sands

17325 - TD

iterbedded thin sands and shales

18325

19000 PLATE 2. GEOPHYSICAL AND MUD LOG INTERPRETATIONS



TENNECO AURORA 890 #1 OCS-Y-0943
T.D. 18325
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Plate 4. Representative chromatograms from Aurora well samples.

DEPTH
c
D roc

C (total HC's/ sat's) ppm
=tt= w c c /oOwv

S M similar chromatograms

sample lithology
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o
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1.18
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O.V\

clay, gray, soft

Jm

12500-12530
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314/96
-0.72

shale, brownish—black

14330-14360

1.27

1043/625
0.91

slst., gray, shale, dk gray

1350-1440
2. /0
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0.34
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353+/84
0.40
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1.34
684/224
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APPENDIX FIGURES

A. Aurora model vs. maturity (%Ro regression)
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The BLM Mission

The Bureau of Land Management is responsible for the stewardship of our Public Lands. It is committed to

manage, protect and improve these lands in a manner to serve the needs of the American people for all times.

Management is based on the principles of multiple use and sustained yield of our nation's resources within

a framework of environmental responsibility and scientific technology.

These resources include recreation, range, timber, minerals, watershed, fish and wildlife, wilderness, air, and

scenic, scientific and cultural values.


